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Bio

Randy Taylor is an inspiration in the world of personal growth, sales, service
and leadership speaking. Having escaped poverty, his parents' alcoholism, and
life on the streets, he was able to reach the very top in Canadian broadcasting
in both radio and television (at CFRB 1010 and Global Television.) Basing his
presentations on his personal experience of overcoming challenges, Randy
motivates audiences to push past self-limiting behaviour to discover limitless
personal and professional success. [morelink]
Topics

VIRTUAL Keynote:
Randy Taylor's most popular "virtual" presentation:

Navigating Disruption:
Turning Adversity Into Opportunity - Adapting to Covid
The impact of COVID on productivity for most has been real and understandable. When long

engrained habits of business structure, process and function are completely changed there is a
tangible impact on how we function day to day. Given that working from home is likely to be in
place for the foreseeable future, adapting and creating new habits and behaviours is key to
current and future success.
In this session Randy Taylor will unveil a long-proven process to create a very manageable day to
day solution for productivity you can implement immediately. He will also discuss some of the
very real advantages for staff during this time.
Key Take-Aways:
Turning adversity into opportunity
Accepting and embracing change
Create the new behaviour of disciplined efficiency
Learn and implement the planning and execution of the top 2%
Dramatically reduce stress

Additional Virtual Keynotes & On-line Training:
Sales Superstar
The 2% ............. SOLUTION
Learn What the Top 2% are DOING The Other 98% Are NOT [morelink]
Personal & Professional Excellence
“On your mark…………GO”
Moving from self-limitation to self-empowerment [morelink]
Leadership-Driven Productivity-The Compound Factor of Success
The Success Model of Sales & Self-Employment:
Winning Strategies for Daily Growth [morelink]

The Pathway to Profits:
The Key to Business Growth [morelink]
Mastering Distraction & Managing Stress
The Most Powerful Element of Time Management [morelink]
Randy Taylor is represented by K&M Productions. For more information, speaking fees, &
booking Randy Taylor as your conference keynote speaker, contact us .

